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Best Gaming Headset for Fortnite Windows Central 2020 Whether it's in-game chat or figuring out where that sniper is shooting, getting the best PC gaming headset or best Xbox One headset, you can make your Fortnite experience much better. No matter how good your speakers can be when it comes to competitive
gaming, a good headset like the SteelSeries Arctis Pro will always be better. The Steelseries Arctis Pro + GameDAC is not cheap, but offers some incredible functionality. The excellent amplifier module ensures easy management of the device and exceptional sound quality with Hi-Res Audio certification. The drivers are
great for gaming, you get full 7.1 surround sound and the microphone provides communication with your team with top quality. It's also ridiculously comfortable so your ears don't get tired in those long drop-in sessions. $249 at Amazon The LucidSound LS35X is the best all-rounder wireless Xbox headset for most
Fortnite players, with a direct connection to Xbox consoles, no dongles required. The 15-hour battery life joins coolant-gel auricle comfort, hollow immersive sound, and an excellent microphone to create an incredibly awesome product that you wear for those long grinding Fortnite sessions. $180 at Amazon Getting an
excellent wireless headset that can handle both PC and console with ease isn't as easy as it could be, and the Arctis 1 fits the bill. Not only does it sound great with similar drivers to the Arctis Pro, but it also has good battery life, and it has reliable cross-platform support. Toss in a lightweight, comfortable design with
thick, soft auricles, and you're on to a winner with this one. $99 at Dell The new BlackShark V2 commemorates one of Razer's earliest designs and brings it to 2020 spec. This is about the lightest gaming headset you'll find now, making it perfect to wear for longer sessions, and the THX Spatial Audio offers the trademark
Razer unfair advantage thanks to its superior directional clarity. It's compatible with console and mobile, too, albeit without the fancy spatial audio, but this is currently the best headset around for competitive gaming. $100 at Best Buy Plugable is probably not the first brand you think of when looking for a gaming headset,
but the Onyx HS53 is amazingly good at an attractive price. It lacks some of the features you'd find on more expensive headsets, but where it counts, such as comfort, sound and build quality, it's a winner. Better yet, it's a standard 3.5mm connection, so it's compatible with PC, console and mobile, all places where
Fortnite is available. $45 at Amazon Upping your Fortnite game with a good headset In a battle royale game like Fortnite, awareness of your surroundings is crucial, and good audio is one key parts of. For the best overall, you're going to want the SteelSeries Arctis Pro + GameDAC which, while a little pricey, offers a truly
spectacular blend of sound and comfort. There are more options, too, which are great for the Fortnite players out there. The more serious competitive players will definitely want to look at the Razer BlackShark V2. It's about the lightest and most comfortable headset you'll now find to wear for long grinding sessions, the
audio is fantastic and the price is very reasonable. Console players are also not left out, with some incredible headsets like the LucidSound LS35X that make gaming sound not only comfortable and great, but wire, and dongle for free. The LS35X uses the Xbox Wireless protocol, so no additional hardware is required and
battery life is good enough for even the longest day of fortnite. We can earn a commission for purchases through our links. Learn more. Richard Devine is an editor at Windows Central. A former Project Manager and long-term tech addict, he joined Mobile Nations in 2011 and was found on Android Central and iMore and
Windows Central. Currently you will find him having all kinds of PC hardware and gaming, and you follow him on Twitter and Instagram. At the end of July 2019, Fortnite held its first Fortnite World Cup Finals, with a whopping $30 million in prize money. The winner of the solo event was 16-year-old Kyle Giersdorf. He
took home $3 million in prize money. Needless to say, Fortnite's esports scene is booming and players are more driven than ever. Regardless of whether it's to compete in one of these giant tournaments or just to kill more than a few without dying, many people are constantly trying to improve. One of the first and easiest
things everyone should do when they start playing a new game is to adjust their sensibility. It is a common theme in most shooters that novice players' sensitivity is far too high. If you're playing on a PC, you should start turning off mouse acceleration in Windows mouse settings. This is an old setting that subtly changes
how far your mouse moves. If you turn it off, you have a more consistent goal. Other than this, there are many other sensitivity settings for both mice and controllers. In general, lower sensitivity is best. However, if it is too low, you will struggle to quickly adapt to enemy movements. At the end of the day, a sensitivity
should feel comfortable. Vertigo3d/Getty Images Especially for people who play with controllers, adjusting key bindings and control schedules is one of the most important parts of improving. If you're struggling to quickly tap the button you need when you need it, you'll find it harder. This is especially true if you are in build
battles and are unable to hit the right buttons. As with sensitivity, this is usually a personal setting. Find the schedule that works best for you and stick to it. You find yourself of the wrong buttons as you get used to the new bindings. This is normal, and you'll adjust steadily over a few games. PeopleImages/Getty Images
Fortnite stands out from other Battle Royale games its unique building feature. Not only is it fun, but it also changes fights dramatically. Because Fortnite has been available for so long, many players have mastered the building. They can block shots, go up in the air and constantly adjust the battlefield. Learning to build
effectively is a cornerstone to being a good Fortnite player. A lot of building battles is able to quickly choose the object you need if you need it. Good monitoring schedules will make this easier. You also need to constantly pick up materials and make sure you have enough to build properly. Chesnot/Getty Images No
matter how good you are at building, it doesn't matter if you don't touch anything. Targeting is the most integral part of any shooter. You even make up for shortcomings elsewhere, as long as you have a good cause. Many people don't think about their purpose while they're in the fight. As a result, they tend not to make
the right adjustments to hit enemies well. When focusing, actively think about where you are focused. When you get better, of course you adjust every shot. There are many third-party aim trainer programs available, but there's nothing like practicing in the game that you're trying to improve in. With the addition of creative
mode, many people have created goal workouts. ridvan_celik/Getty Images If you spend enough time in esports communities, you'll hear the phrase game sense at least once. Game sense is a term that describes one's general awareness, knowledge of the game, positioning and much more. General awareness is when
a player is aware of what is happening around them. For example, maybe they get shot from behind, or there's an item they shouldn't miss. Knowledge of the game is how much you know about the game. This includes what a gun does or what different items do. Positioning is where you position yourself on the
battlefield. Standing out in the open air is dangerous if other players can snipe or get free damage while you walk. With healthy game feeling, you play around other players better. RyanKing999/Getty Images Duo and squad games you play with others and help each other to achieve victory. However, it also introduces a
new skill that you need to improve with: communication and shot-calling. This way you pass on information to your team. Fortunately, Epic Games has streamlined this by adding the ping system that lets you pinpoint locations, items, and enemies. However, you should also call out your damage. If you hit an enemy and
they're half healthy, pass that on to your team. You ping the enemy or summon their skin. For example: Bigfoot hit half of Arachne one health. adamkaz/Getty Images Epic Games is constantly updating Fortnite. Every season they change weapons, objects and sometimes locations. Therefore, it is important to learn the
meta of each season. Meta refers to the best the best weapons and the best drop locations. There are plenty of guides guides who go into every meta and explain what is best. You also listen to streamers, and professional players discuss how they feel about the meta. JGalione/Getty Images One of the coolest things
about Fortnite is the sound design. Everything has unique sounds, and you identify what's happening around you by listening to the audio signals. Many people like to play games with music in the background or with the sound on low, but this prevents you from hearing signals. As an example, a person can run after you,
and you can listen to their footsteps. As you play the game and get used to recognizing different audio signals, you'll significantly improve your gameplay. Playing with headphones generally makes this easier. Milan_Jovic/Getty Images Usually the best way to improve something is to practice, but sometimes that's not
enough. You learn a lot about your mistakes and where you improve by watching your replays in Fortnite's replay mode. Maybe you missed an important shot or didn't pay attention and an enemy flanked you. You also stream of high-level professional players and watch and learn why they play the way they do. However,
don't try to copy players that are much better than you. They have found playing styles that work for their skill level, and so you have to. vm/Getty Images Ultimately, your setup may not be enough. Maybe you're playing on wifi and you have bad speeds or playing on a lower-end computer. Upgrading to a higher internet
speed, getting a better computer, or upgrading your peripherals won't immediately make you better. But they will help you become more consistent and give you more opportunities to improve. There are many guides available online that go in the best equipment and setups to become a better Fortnite player.
EKKAPHAN CHIMPALEE/Getty Images Images
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